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Letter from ADEP Director,
Dr. Bruce Gillies
The engaged student –
Your desire to achieve your educational goals is something unique to you. You have
specific objectives in mind for your profession, family, and personal life. How you go
about achieving these objectives is as specific as the goals themselves.
One of the best ways to achieve your other life and professional goals is through
education.When I mention education, I’m not just talking about the formal education
you are currently undertaking in ADEP. I’m talking about your engagement in your
own philosophy of lifelong learning. How you keep going and motivate yourself is one
of the most personal and impactful aspects of your engagement.
We know from experience and studies that students do indeed reach a stage of
burnout and get lost in the myriad of other things we call “life.” How you deal with
those distractions and maintain momentum and motivation is the key to understanding your own potential for achieving
your goals.
So, what can you do to stay engaged and maintain momentum and motivation? Let’s take a look at some of the ways
that successful people retain this enthusiasm and engagement in lifelong learning:
Focus. It’s difficult to stay engaged in a task, any task, without focus. For some, focus comes easily; with others, it
takes a concerted effort. Sometimes, it’s easy to drift off when listening to a lecturer. Sometimes, it may seem downright
impossible to maintain focus. One way to retain focus is to use analogies and understand how the lecture material can be
applied to your own situation. As an example, if a lecturer is discussing physiology, you may want to think to yourself how
it impacts your ability to resist illness.This link to real application is the analogous learning that adult learners leverage. It
provides ownership in your experience.
Midterm burnout. The process of burnout is relatively clear. At the beginning of the term, we are excited to learn
about the professor, fellow students, and the course content. Around midway through the course, students have a tendency to realize that the excitement of the new course is gone, yet the end is not close enough to see. Final projects
and assignments loom in the distance as mountains to be climbed the night before they’re due. We lose motivation and
momentum as we attempt to understand the challenges ahead of us. One method is to go ahead and get the final project
done early.This provides you the opportunity to revise it as needed and get crucial feedback from our writing center and,
quite often, a free look at it from your faculty.
- Distractions. Military pilots and other high stress occupations have a training technique called compartmentalization.
When bad things happen in life (even what some would call huge events), limit yourself to a specific period of time with
which to mentally deal with it.This doesn’t mean stash it away and push it so far down that it’s forgotten about temporarily, which often results in a larger issue to deal with later on. It simply means that you put thought into the event and talk
to others about it if you need to. Often, you will realize there is absolutely nothing that can be done about many situations
we face. In most instances, you can probably limit yourself to no more than 10 minutes evaluating the problem/scenario.
Then move on. Don’t dwell on what HAPPENED. Make a decision to not repeat it and then move on.
Using the above three techniques can make the difference between achieving your goals, regardless of the type, and
becoming frustrated with the myriad demands on your time, finances, and other resources. It can allow you to focus on
those things that are important.Your education continues on; the key is to make it a valuable education in which you are
totally engaged.
Sincerely,
Bruce Gillies, Psy.D., MA, MS
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Curious about ADEP’s
On-line Classes?

Online Course Evaluations
Help Us All

By Jamie Cross

By Heidi DeWeese-Kays

Did you know that ADEP is offering online classes this term?
General Psychology and Behavior in Organizations. I am
currently taking the latter class, which is taught by Dr. Gillies.
When asked how these online classes came about,
Dr. Gillies replied that there were several student representative meetings in which online classes were requested.
Recognizing that the students wanted additional flexibility,
the ADEP staff made the decision to move forward with
online classes.
ADEP plans to continue to offer online classes and
expand the offerings in the future, based on need. The
staff wants to ensure that it is a viable course of action
that offers students an equivalent, if not better, educational
experience.
So far, Dr. Gillies is very pleased with the classes. The
students are engaged and contributing to each other’s
learning. Each week the students respond to two discussion
questions as well as to two of their fellow classmates’ posts,
for each question. That is a total of six posts per week. This
engenders some excellent continuing dialog.
Dr. Gillies believes that this approach allows some
students to contribute even more to the class as they have
the opportunity to consider the posts and then develop a
solid opinion to share with their fellow students.
So far, student feedback indicates a desire for an initial
on-site class so that the students have the opportunity to
meet the instructor(s) and obtain instruction on logging
into the classroom. This would be especially advantageous
for students who are trying these classes out for the first
time. With this feedback, ADEP is planning to schedule an
initial meeting during the first week of class in the future.
Dr. Gillies believes online classes are not for everyone.
Some students need the structure of regular meetings that
a traditional class offers. ADEP has attempted to duplicate
that regular in-class meeting by holding classes weekly in
the live chat sessions. Online class participation takes a lot
of self-discipline. Regular postings to the discussions are
crucial to developing the synergy that comes from participating in an adult-focused learning platform.
I have taken online classes before and have always found
them to be extremely convenient. With a little planning,
assignment deadlines can easily be met. As Dr. Gillies said,
you have to have self-discipline. I would definitely recommend to someone taking an online class for the first time
to go to the initial meeting to get a feel for the online class
setting. Please refer to the 2-year course planner at http://
www.callutheran.edu/adep/resources/documents.php to see
when online courses are offered.

Those of us who remember the pen and paper course evaluations
of a year ago are very familiar with the drill: two weeks before semester’s
end, professors would hand out the evaluation during the last 10 minutes
of class and ask us to provide valuable feedback on the course. Even
though many of us were just concerned with getting home at a decent
hour, we filled out most of the bubbles, but probably skipped the Additional Comments/Remarks section entirely.
What most ADEP students don’t realize, however, is that after those
pen and paper course evaluations were completed, someone had to
aggregate the information into a usable format for professors to review
our responses, using them to consider making changes to their curriculum
for the next semester. I interviewed Melinda Wright, M.Ed., Administrative
Assistant for Educational Effectiveness, who was responsible for aggregating the pen and paper course evaluations. The amount of work she had
to do to get the information into the computer system was unbelievable
– scanning and hand entering the responses, creating reports, scanning
both the responses, including comment pages, and reports again into PDF
files for the deans and program directors to review, then finally distributing to faculty members (in some cases, even after the next semester had
already begun).
CLU is now on its way to becoming a totally “green” campus and the
incredible waste of paper and labor intensive process has changed. After
many months of research, it was decided that online course evaluations
would promote CLU’s “green” initiatives while being more cost effective and timely. Summer 2008 was the introduction of the online course
evaluation process to 11 week ADEP, MBA, MPPA, and MSCS students. In
the past year, Melinda and Karissa Oien, Academic Affairs Specialist, have
made tweaks to the online distribution process. Fine-tuning of the course
evaluation process has resulted in an increase in response rates for recent
evaluations, and the elimination of those annoying daily emails reminding
us to complete our evaluation. (The emails now come every three days
and once you’ve completed the evaluation, the reminders stop.)
One concern I mentioned to Melinda about the online process was
that students might be hesitant to fill out the evaluations because they
were worried about a lack of confidentiality, especially when their grades
were concerned. She assured me that CoursEval, the software used to
administer the evaluations, is strictly confidential; therefore, faculty cannot
retrieve information on who completed the surveys.
Melinda also mentioned that the Educational Effectiveness office
has noticed a pattern in the number of student responses, with summer
semester being the highest, a slight dip through the fall and winter semesters, and the spring semester being the lowest, perhaps because students
are busy with finals and graduation activities. However, it is important to
note that each faculty member receives a copy of every completed online
course evaluation after grades are turned in to the Registrar’s office so
they can make changes and updates to their next class.
With that being said, let me remind you that all ADEP students
Continued on page 5
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CLU
Celebrates
50 Years
By Jamie Cross

California Lutheran University is celebrating 50 years of academic achievements
and successful nurturing of generations of students. It took several years for CLU
to come to fruition and listed below are just some of its milestones.
·

In 1954, plans for a Lutheran College to be built on the West Coast begin.
At first, the college is planned for the Los Angeles area.

·

On September 25, 1957, Richard Pederson donates his 130-acre ranch in an
effort to make the dream a reality.

·

In February 1958, the offices of California Lutheran Educational Foundation
(CLEF) are moved from Los Angeles to the ranch in Thousand Oaks.

·

On March 7, 1958, the Board of Governors meet on the campus for the first
time, and it is anticipated that the school will open in September 1961.

·

On February 27, 1959, the CLEF Board of Governors holds its last meeting 		
and the Board of Regents of California Lutheran College is established with 		
the singing of the Doxology.

·

On August 4, 1959, the college is formally incorporated.

·

In September 1961, 330 students begin classes at the new college.

·

On October 29, 1961, 4,000 attend the formal dedication of the college.

·

On November 20, 1962, students select “Kingsmen” as the college’s nickname.

An anniversary celebration was held on October 22, with food of the
decades, entertainment and sharing of memories. Fifty service projects are under
way as part of the anniversary celebration. Students may participate in blood
drives, Adopt-A-Family, and Trash to Treasure, just to name a few. These events and
others provide opportunities for you to get involved and help your community.
For more historical information and a listing of planned events, please visit
www.callutheran.edu/50/.
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Online Course Evaluations, Continued from page 3

CLU Library
Goes Green
By Heidi DeWeese-Kays

In case some of you haven’t noticed, our Pearson Library
has gone through an extensive remodel during the last
few months. Led by one of our fellow ADEP students, Tony
Adragna, CPM, (and thanks to a generous contribution
from Alma Pearson), several new “green” and cost efficient
changes have taken place inside the library – some of which
you will appreciate immediately. The original furniture has
been replaced with chairs and sofas made from recycled
materials, and the new task chairs even have movable work
surfaces for studying.
One of the most subtle changes that has occurred is
also one that will generate the most cost savings – cooler,
energy efficient lighting. The library’s original fluorescent
lights, while effective, had to be replaced every one to
two years. Three hundred lamps/bulbs and other fixtures
were replaced with energy efficient T5H0 thin lights that
will burn much cooler and last three to four years, reducing
the library’s air conditioning requirements and costs. And, in
some areas of the library, these lights are virtually invisible
because they are installed at the top of the bookshelves,
allowing the light to indirectly reflect off of the painted
white ceilings. This reduces glare while increasing light
efficiency and visibility at lower levels.
At the far end of the library is the new Collaboration Suite. Thanks to a generous donation by the Hugh and
Hazel Darling Foundation, the Collaboration Suite serves
two purposes: writing center and meeting area. Formerly
housed in a small corner of the library, the Writing Center has now expanded into its new “green” and energy
efficient home, complete with mobile desks, whiteboards
and research areas. The meeting area section of the
Collaboration Suite contains a large flat-screen TV for groups
to practice presentations and hold meetings. What is interesting about the Collaboration Suite is that the furniture is
not only “green,” but it is all movable, adjustable, and can be
folded up easily for storage.
Tony also shared with me that there are now plans in
the works to build a small food service/cafe area between
the Pearson Library entrance and the entrance to the
Preus-Brandt Forum. Although food will not be allowed in
the library, it’s intended to service students between study
sessions.

received an email announcement on Friday, October 23, 2009
regarding the online course evaluations for their Fall 2009
class(es).
These emails are sent to the students’ CLU.net email
account, so please be sure to check your Inbox regularly or configure your CLU.net email account to be forwarded to your personal
email account (instructions on how to do that can be found on the
CLU website at http://www.callutheran.edu/mail). By Monday, October 26, you should have received an invitation to complete your
evaluation.You will continue receiving emails to complete the evaluation every three days thereafter, until you’ve completed the evaluation or the close of course evaluations on November 9. Another
important thing to remember is that faculty members may not
access their evaluation results until two weeks after grades are due,
so please go online and fill out your course evaluation (http://courseval.callutheran.edu). The next course someone else takes will be
better than the one you just finished because you’ve taken the time
to make it so.

Outstanding Students
for Summer 2009 Term
Name

Professor

Course

Adragna, Tony
Alquist, Laura
Aylard, Sandra
Ballard, Robyn
Bautista, Erbe
Garcia, Johanna
Garong, Josefina
Hening, Maureen
Howard, Alexa
Jagoe, Jana
Kirk, Douglas
Larisey, John
Lim, Yong
Loubet, Anthony
Mitchell, Scott
Moe, Tracy
O’Rourke, Megan
Parker, Craig
Pattison, Mark
Raser, Caroline
Sardar, Smita

Moffett
Peng
Sheridan
Moffett
Molony
Merkle
Molony
Peng
Merkle
Thiel
Huggins
Moffett
Thiel
Rice
Tofanelli
Egertson
Julius
Moffett
Julius
Julius
Weissler

GEOL152
CSC102
PSY447
GEOL12
ECON312
BUS310
ECON312
CSC350
BUS310
PHIL315
BUS469
GEOL152
PHIL315
BUS 374
BUS301
REL334
BUS252
GEOL152
BUS252
BUS252
ECON200
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New FAces to the ADEP family!
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Meet Susan Lamb,
ADEP Peer Coach

Meet Tammy Shishegar,
Financial Aid Counselor

By Jamie Cross

By Heidi DeWeese-Kays

Susan Lamb is ADEP’s newest
Peer Coach. She has been in
this role since the winter 2009
term, helping new students
stay on track during their first
term. She does this by contacting them several times to
remind them of important
dates, provide resources, inquire as to how their classes
are going, ask them about the
projects they are working on,
wish them luck on their midterms and finals, and remind
them of registration for the
next term. She also tries to collect feedback for anything that could
be improved with the ADEP program.
One thing that has changed since Susan became the Peer Coach
is that the Research and Presentation Skills workshop is no longer
conducted on the day of orientation. It is now presented every term
with two different nights to choose from. This change was made due
to feedback from new students who found that having the orientation and the workshop back to back made for a long day.
A little bit about Susan. She has been an ADEP student for one
year and plans to complete her bachelor’s degree in psychology by
spring. Her background includes working in the accounting field and
most recently in the healing arts. She is a yoga instructor and has
been certified as a massage therapist. Once Susan obtains her bachelor’s degree, she plans to pursue a Master of Science in counseling
psychology, with an emphasis in marriage and family counseling.
Susan understands how overwhelming coming back to school
can be. When she calls a new student for the first time, she tells them
that she is a student, too. She also tells them that she is possibly in the
same boat as they are as she works and is juggling a family in addition
to attending school. She often tells them how she felt when she was
first starting out and shares her experiences with them. Susan says
that the advice she most often gives to new students is to just stick
with it. It will get easier as they develop a routine.
Susan is very passionate about helping new students. She
says she loves being the Peer Coach and plans to keep doing the
assistantship until she graduates. If you are a new student and would
like to meet Susan or if you know of a new student who could use
assistance, please call Susan at (805) 493-3325.

The CLU ADEP staff is
proud to welcome the
newest member to their
group, Financial Aid Counselor Tammy Shishegar. A
California State University Northridge graduate,
Tammy is now enjoying
the last semester of her
master’s degree in counseling and guidance (emphasis
in higher education) from
CLU – a degree which she
is putting to use assisting
ADEP students to negotiate the maze of financial aid processes, procedures and
applications for loans, scholarships and grants.
“The financial aid process can be quite daunting, but
I’m here to make it as simple and painless as possible,”
says Tammy. “There are many steps involved in financial
aid, and it’s easy to become overwhelmed with all the
details, not to mention the jargon! Your education is a
worthwhile investment, and my goal is to support
students and make sure all their needs are being met.”
A homegrown Moorpark resident, Tammy relocated
to Arizona for a year but returned to sunny Southern California to complete her degree at CLU. While pursuing her
master’s degree, Tammy has learned how to surf and play
golf, and enjoys hiking, snowboarding, working out at the
gym, and playing basketball at the park. Cooking, baking,
traveling around the world and photography are also passions of hers, but she most enjoys her job at CLU – leading
ADEP students through the financial aid process so they
can succeed in their personal lives and enjoy the rewards
of a CLU degree.
Tammy can be reached at (805) 493-3879; e-mail
tshisheg@callutheran.edu. Her office hours are Monday
through Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., and she is also available
for evening appointments.
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Career Services, More
Valuable than Ever
By Jamie Cross

Cindy Lewis
Director of
Career Services

Cynthia Smith
Asst. Director of
Career Services

With unemployment still on the rise, finding a job is harder. I met with Assistant Director, Career Counselor and
Recruitment Coordinator Cynthia Smith from CLU’s
Career Services. Cynthia says students are getting jobs,
but it is taking longer.
Career Services offers many services including counseling, assessments, career direction, career exploration and
assistance with graduate schools. They offer workshops on
resume writing, company rsearch, interviewing techniques,
mock interviews, and advice on salary negotiations.
To begin taking advantage of these services, you will
need to complete a career profile at www.clupostings.com.
Once you are in the system, you will receive e-mails on
jobs, internships, events, workshops, etc. You will also be
able to search employer databases and post your resume
for employers to view. There are more than 8,000 different companies and organizations listed on the database.
Career Services recommends joining associations
or volunteering, to build your resume. This is also a good
networking opportunity. Any professional association
related to your career choice can help as well as campus
clubs, campus- or community-based service, and student
government.
Go to the Career Services pages: http://www.
callutheran.edu/career_services/ to view all services
offered and testimonials of students who have received
assistance. You can also contact Cynthia Smith at csmith@
callutheran.edu, Cindy Lewis, at clewis@callutheran.edu or
(805) 493-3200.Once you sign up with Career Services,
you are a member for life.
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Diversify Your Course Load!
By Michael James

As an ADEP student myself, I understand how easy it is to get focused on
the degree and lose sight of what’s most important, the education.
Because CLU knows that an increasing number of students are interested
in diversifying their educational experience, they are getting creative when
it comes to offering interesting elective courses.
Case in point: BA529 – Executive Roundtable taught by professors Paul
Williams and Kapp Johnson. This course was first offered in the fall of 2001.
The course was conceived as an attempt to bring real-world executive leadership into the classroom to reinforce the business school philosophy of
practical, relevant, and applied learning.
This class is offered to traditional undergraduate, ADEP undergraduate,
evening MBA and international MBA students. It is an elective for undergraduate students in management, international business and small business/entrepreneurship. The course is a one-credit unit requirement for
all international MBA students; and for evening MBA students, it can be a
three-unit elective or capstone course.
In fall 2007, the readings portion of the course underwent a redesign
with a focus on moral leadership. The purpose of these readings
was to provide the students an opportunity to reflect academically
on issues that relate to leadership from a moral perspective. The
students are invited to reflect on moral decision making and leadership through the lens of literature and history.
The course uses literature as a source material: novels, plays and
stories to allow students to see the world through someone else’s eyes.
Additionally, the course is designed, with the help of other corporate
leaders and speakers, to take students out of their traditional comfort
level and rely on their critical thinking, reading, logic, and analytical abilities.
For some, this is new territory and can be challenging.
The class is designed to provide students with an appreciation of
how management and leadership theory are integrated into the strategies
of the modern corporation. In particular, students in this class have the
unique opportunity to listen to and dialogue with executives. They then
develop a real-world understanding of and appreciation for the strategic
issues and decision-making process of the modern corporation.
The course has another side to it as well. How do we go about moral
reasoning? Decisions are integral to the business function; many are moral
in nature. Another aspect to the class is moral leadership. Here,
class readings inspire student discussions into the world of others.
Students are asked to understand how someone else has acted in
a moral situation and to explain the action of others. To
accomplish this kind of reflection, the course uses literature as source
material: novels, plays, and stories to allow students to see the world through
someone else’s eyes.
Professor Williams brings real-world experience in corporate financial
analysis, combined with sound strategic decision making. Professor Johnson
is an attorney and pastor who brings a strong ethical and legal analysis to
strategic issues. This unique pairing combines the best of humanities with
effective business analysis.
See your ADEP counselor for more information on how you can diversify your course load with this exciting and challenging course. (Credit and
special thanks to MBA Outlook – Summer 2008, Professor Paul Williams,
Professor Kapp Johnson and M. Katja, MBA Newsletter Editor.)
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Please note the important dates for the Winter 2010 term:
Winter Term 2010: November 23, 2009 – February 18, 2010
November 9 	Monday		
November 21
Saturday 		
November 23 	Monday 		
November 26
Thursday 		
December 7		Monday 		
December 14 	Monday 		
December 16
Wednesday 		
December 21 	Monday 		
January 4
	Monday 		
January 18
	Monday 		
						
February 1 	Monday 		
February 15-18 	Mon-Thurs 		

Priority Application Deadline
New Student Orientation, 9-11:00 a.m.
WINTER CLASSES BEGIN
Thanksgiving Day (no classes)
Last day to add; last day to drop (without a “W”)
Last day to withdraw without financial penalty
Student Representative Breakfast, 7:30-9:00 a.m.
Christmas break begins
Classes resume
Last day to withdraw without academic penalty;
Last day to remove incompletes from Fall term
Spring term registration ongoing
Final Exams

Reminders:
Winter & Spring 2010 Registration began Monday, October 26th and is ongoing. To view the
Registration Bulletin and Course Schedule please visit: http://www.callutheran.edu/adep/resources/documents/ADEPW.S0910Schedule.FINAL.pdf or visit Web Advisor for the most up to date class availability.
For other important dates of the 2009-2010 Academic Year, please visit: http://www.callutheran.edu/
adep/resources/documents.php.
Check your CLU email for information regarding the Travel Seminar February 20-28, 2010 to the
Czech Republic and Hungary for MBA and ADEP students. For more information, e-mail mbagrad@
callutheran.edu or call 805-493-3329.
ADEP Newsletter Contributors: Michael James, Editor; Writers: Jamie Cross, Heidi DeWeese-Kays
Special thanks to Gretchen Serrano and the Creative Media Department.
ADEP NEWSLETTER is written and published for ADEP students by ADEP students at California Lutheran University,
60 West Olsen Road, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360-2700.
Created and published by the ADEP Office.
For more information, please contact us at (805) 493-3325 or www.callutheran.edu/adep.
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